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Abstract— The Auto Body Straightening Equipment 

responsible not only for the removing dents and 

straightening of auto body from front and rear side. It also 

uses to remove the dents of vehicle at all type of the 
commercial vehicle and light duty vehicle. In this project we 

are designing the straightening equipment which will be 

used in multi-direction. The mechanical force dent is 

remove successful. A frame straightening Equipment 

consists of a platform large enough to hold a car, SUV or 

pickup truck, and two or three upright posts or towers that 

can be rotated 360-degrees and moved along the platform 

perimeter to work on different areas of a vehicle frame. The 

most up to date machines use computerized line-of-sight 

lasers or sonic senders to assess a cars frame and diagnose 

how much damage it has sustained. These diagnostics are 
used to determine whether the vehicle is repairable, and to 

provide an estimate of how long the repair should take, 

which is necessary to calculate the cost. This on-board 

measuring equipment is also used to ensure that a repair is 

performed accurately. In today’s auto market, there are no 

any equipment is available for straightening of all types of 

Light Motor Vehicle (LMV) in manner of height, width and 

length. Our problem statement is focused on manufacturing 

of multipurpose vehicle frame straightening equipment 

which exerts forces on front and rear side. With this it will 

also add straightening from top side. This will be addition of 

available Equipment’s. This equipment will be used for auto 
body straightening machine. The body or frame of any auto 

body which was damaged or has to repair in any collision is 

needed to straighten to maintain its performance and 

stability. This equipment will help to service station work 

for easy and adjustable straightening work. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Casing fixing is actually as it sounds. A prepared crash fix 

expert uses a specific machine to restore your vehicle's edge 

back to ordinary. The machine itself utilizes particular lasers 

modified to make points of interest. These lasers measure 

the harm and advise the machine how to curve and stretch a 

harmed outline back to pre-mishap condition Mishaps are a 

surprising and unpleasant time. Here at Complete 

Automotive, we expel a portion of the worry with a one-stop 

crash mechanics shop that fixes your vehicle to make 

particulars. As a feature of this fix, outline fixing guarantees 

the primary structure of your vehicle—the edge - is in 

immaculate arrangement. As one of the most pushed in the 
collusion fix we comprehend the significant quick fix, 

It's critical to work with an affirmed outline fixing 

shop when your vehicle is in a mishap. This will guarantee 

your vehicle's edge is come back to the correct 

manufacturing particulars organization appreciate 

significant privilege from clients around the globe has 

proficient specialist configuration group, high- accuracy 

creation supplies, impeccable creation lines, , great after-
deal administrations, decent quality items with doesn't 

emanate light-waves straightforwardly, rather than utilizing 

a reflector to deliver film in shading. The temperature will 

consequently control as per the need of the individual in that 

room or specific spot since the human body has a higher a 

better ability to burn calories during day time and requires 

all the more cooling and at evening time the body requires 

less cooling when contrasted with day time. 

II. PROBLEM STATEMENT & OBJECTIVE 

Problem Definition “Manufacturing of auto body 

straightening machine” This equipment will be used for auto 

body straightening machine. The body or frame of any auto 

body which was damaged or have to repair in any collision 

is need to straighten to maintain its performance and 

stability. This equipment will help to service station work 

for easy and adjustable straightening work. 

III. METHODOLOGY 

 
Fig. 1: Methodology 
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IV. LITERATURE REVIEW 

A. Body Straightener Jackcao User's Manual 

Frames and bodies are bent and distorted by collision with a 

relatively large area of the car bearing the impact. However, 

the correction procedure utilizes, powerful, concentrated 

loads at key points which can cause local crushing of frame 

members, etc., if these points are not property padded to 

spread the load over a large area. Illustration of 

recommended anchoring procedures are shown below for 
efficient use of the under body anchoring System. This 

configuration shows a common hook-up for removing the 

center sway from a ladder frame. This set up can be used for 

other types of frame, but the frame should be tied together 

by the chain in order to move both rail at the same rate. 

Please note the car should be well supported with cross 

tubes and safety stands, and when attaching the frame with 

chains, it is a good idea to use short pieces of angle iron to 

pad the corners where chains wraps around the frame.  

B. Straightener Model Nos.CB10 & CBT10 

Chassis damage can usually be grouped into five basic types 

of damage, described as SAG, SWAY, KICK-UP, 

DIAMOND and TWIST, Even though chassis are made in 

many ways  (such as ladder, offset, X-type etc.), collision 

impact will distort the chassis, or parts of it, regardless of 

construction. 

C. Chiefusers Manual 

This manual is designed a s an owner s manual an d a s a 

training tool for the Chief Automotive Systems, Inc. G 

Series frame alignment machines. It provides information on 

system com ponents, assembly, basic setup, safe operation, 

maintenance, and general safety tips. The G Series systems 

feature uni body and full frame repair capabilities with 360 
there are two pulling situations in which you must use the 

tower bolt and clamp to secure the towers. 

One is when making an upward pull at a 30 degree 

angle or more. Figure 39. During this pull, the tower is 

forced down ward when pressure is applied. 

The other situation is when pulling from the side of 

the tower at an angle of 30 degrees or more, the tower is 

subject to twisting when pressure is applied. Degree pulling 

access available around the vehicle. Two pulling towers are 

included as standard equipment with a third tower available 

as an optional accessory. Towers are available with either 5-
ton or 10- ton pulling capability. Each tower is equipped 

with one hydraulic ram operated by an air over hydraulic 

foot pump. 

D. Some Material Courtesy of CDX Global & FENC – 
Further Education National Consortium 

The separate body and chassis construction, in which the 
chassis resisted the bending and twisting loads so that the 

body was purely functional, has been superseded by the 

integral (or mono) construction system. In this construction 

frame members become an integral part of the body. Box 

sectioning the body sills, door pillars and roof 

reinforcements form a framed structure in which the stresses 

are distributed to all parts of the body. 

In the reinforced body shell the problem of primary 

importance, is to prevent buckling of the body panels. A flat 

plate offers little resistance to buckling, but curved plates 
with a single radius, or better still with a double radius, or 

crown provide excellent resistance; they are also convenient 

for the construction of a streamlined car. 

For stress carrying parts of the body shell, greater 

rigidity can be achieved by the use of TOP-HAT section, or 

channel abuilintogeneral assembly. 

Mass production of car bodies in steel consists of 

the manufacture of sub-assemblies, usually a floor-pan, two 

sides, and a roof and cross members coming together on the 

assembly line to be spot welded to form the complete shell. 

The complete shell as a unit becomes very strong therefore 

any major damage it sustains has to be repaired with the aid 
of push/pull equipment. 

E. Standerd Tools & Equpment 

This manual is intended to use the equipment to provide a 

pulling force on the chain. This manual does not cover 

actual collision repair. Standard Tools highly recommends 
that only individuals with proper collision repair 

experience/education operate this equipment. 

Extrim Frame Straightning I Understood Xtreme 

Frame Straightener should be completely assembled before 

using to familiarize yourself with machine and ensure all 

components work properly. 

V. BASIC DESIGN WORK 

 
Fig. 2: Basic Design Work 
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Fig. 3: 

Model of Auto Body Straitening Machine in CATIA 

A. Trolley 

It is used to support all assembly of a machine and give 

structural strength to the mechanism. 

B. Column 

The column is used to support the two pulleys and at the end 

of column hook are joined. 

C. Large diameter pulley 

 
Fig. 4: Large Diameter Pulley 

A pulley is a wheel on an axle or shaft that is designed to 

support movement and change of direction of a chain, its 

circumference. Pulleys are used in a variety of ways to lift 

loads, apply forces, and to transmit power. 

D. Chain 

 
Fig. 5: Chain 

series of objects connected one after the other, usually in the 

form of a series of metal rings passing through one another, 

used either for various purposes requiring a flexible tie with 
high tensile strength, as for hauling, supporting, or 

confining, or in various ornamental and decorative forms 

E. Small diameter pulley 

 
Fig. 6: Small Diameter Pulley 

By changing the diameter of the pulley wheels, speed can be 

changed. A smaller pulley turning a larger pulley results in 

the larger one moving more slowly but with more shaft 

power. 

F. Mechanism 

An engineering, a mechanism is a device that transforms 

input forces and movement into a desired set of output 

forces and movement. 

G. Wheels 

 
Fig. 7: Wheel 

VI. RESOURCES /CONSUMABLES REQUIRED 
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